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WING-BODYCOMBINATIONSIN SIDESLIP AT MACH

NUMBERS0..6, 0.9, 1.4, AND1.7

By Frederik B. Christensen

SUMMARY

The lat-al-directional-stability derivatives of a body in combina-
tion with several triangular wings were determined at subsonic and
supersonic speeds. The wings used in the investigation were of aspect
ratios 2 and 4 and thickness ratios of 3 and 5 percent, One of the
wings of aspect ratio 2 was cambered and twisted. The results tidicate
that at supersonic speeds the effects of plan form on the lateral-
directional-stdbi13ty derivatives for the plane wings were predicted
satisfactorily by linearized theory and that the effects of thiclmess
were small.

INTRODUCTION

One of the difficult problems associated with the design of aircraft
with triangular wings is concerned with the lateral-directional flying
qualities. The difficulties arise from the large variations of dihedral
effect and directional stability with lift coefficient. Major factors
influencing these characteristics are the contributions of the wing and
the vertical tail. Linear theoretical methods for predicting the effects
of wing aspect ratio are available (ref. 1) but largely unsubstantiated.

In order to verify these theoretical methods and investigate their
applicability to wing-body combinations, the characteristics of several
of the triangular-wing models utilized in the investigation of reference
2 were studied in sideslip. The present report is concerned with these
results which show, to a limited extent, the influence of aspect ratio,
thickness ratio, and camber and twist on the rolling moments, yawing
moments, and side forces due tQ sideslip.
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SYMBOLS

.

me symbols and their definitions used in this report are as follows:

lift=lift coefficient, —
C@

side-force coefficient, side force
qs

roll.ingaoment coefficient,
roll.ing moment

C@I -

yawing-moment coefficient, Yawing ‘om=t

rate of
slip,

rate of
slip,

rate of

qSb

change of rolling-moment coefficient with angle of side-
measured at constant angle of attack, per deg

change of yawing-moment coefficient with angle of side-
meas~ed at con;tant

change of side-force
measured at constant angle

Mach number

wing sxea, including portion
trailing edges to plane of

angle of attack, per deg

coefficient with angle of sideslip,
of attack, per deg

formed by extending leading and
symmetry, sq ft

wing span perpendicul= to plane of symmetry, ft

local wing chord, ft

p’ C%y
mean aerodynamic chord, , ft

~b/= ~ ~
length of body, in. o

_c pressure, lb/sqft

radius of body, in.

maximum body radius, in.

maximum section thickness, ft

distance from nose point along bottyaxis, in.

.

—

. .
lAJJ.forces and momats are ai.venfor the axes as shown in fimre 1.
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m,

Y distance perpendicular to plane of symmetry, in.

. a angle of attack, deg

P angle of sideslip, deg

APPARATUS AND TESTS

The investigation
a continuous-operation
number of about 0.6 to
information.) In this
the plane of motion of

was conducted in the Ames 6- by 6-foot wind tunnel,
pressure tumnel capable of testing from a Mach
0.9 and from 1.2 to 1.9. (See ref. 3 for further
wind tunnel, the models are sting supported with
the system horizontal, and perpendicular to the

viewing windcrws. The angle of attack or sideslip, depending on whether
the wing plane of the model is vertical or horizontal, is therefore
determined from a calibration of the support-system setting together with
corrections to account for the deflection of the support due to aerody-
namic loading. During the present investigation, the models were mounted
with the wing plane horizontal so that the angle of sideslip could be
continuously varied. The sngle of attack was essentially constant during
each run and was obtained by using a bent sting; a cathetometer was used
to measure the angle of attack.

Depending on the size of the mod&l, either of two similar foum-
component strain-gage balances, one 4 inches and the other 2-1/2 inches
in diameter, was used to measure the aerodynamic forces and moments on

u the models. To obtain the three force smd three moment components
required in the present investigation, it was necessary to repeat each
run with the balance rolled 90°.

.
Four models, one having a plane trian~lar wing of aspect ratio 4

and the others having triangular wings of aspect ratio 2, were tested in
this investigation. All wings had the NACA 00QX thiclmess distribution.
Two of the three trimgular wings of aspect ratio 2 were planar and dif-
fered only in section thiclmess, being 3 smd 5 percent thick. The third
wing, also 3 percent thick, was twisted and csmbered to prcduce a nesrly
elMptical spanwise loading at a lift coefficient of 0.25 and a Mach
number of 1.53. Plan and front views of the plane wings of aspect ratios
2 and 4 are presented in figure 2 and the geometric characteristics of
all models are listed in table I.

All the wings were machined from solid steel and hand-finished to
produce a surface finish such that the root mean square of the devia-
tions from the mean surface was approximately 20 microfiches. The body
consisted of a steel,spar surfaced with aluminum to form continuous con-.
tours and was hand-finished to the same roughness specifications.

“
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AU. the wing-body combinations In the present program were investi-
gated at a Mach number of 1.4. In addition, the plane wing and the
twisted and cambered wing of corresponding plan form and thiclmess were
tested at Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.9, and 1.7. The wing of aspect ratio 4
was tested at a Reynolds number of 1.9xl.0e,and the wings of aspect
ratio 2 were tested at two Reynolds numbers, 3.0xIOe amd 7.5x108. The
angle of sidesl.ipwas varied during each run from -6° to 6°. The angle

of attack was fixed for each run at angles from -2.0to l~o.

REDUCTION OF DATA

The wind-tlmnel results have been reduced to standerd coefficient
Torn as defined in the list of symbols. All forces and mcxaentsare

—.

given with respect to the axes as shown in figure 1. The origin of this
axis system is at the projection of the quarter-chord point of the wing
M.A.C. on the plane of symmetry. .-

Certain corrections have been applied to the wind-tunnel results
to account for lcaowndifferences between the characteristics of the wind
stream in the tunnel and free air. At subsonic speeds the data were
corrected for tunnel-wall interference resulting frcm lift on the model
by the methods of reference k. This correction is given by the expres-
sion,

b= 0.932 CL

The methods of reference 5 were used to estimate the increase in Mach
number in the vicinity of the model. This effect amounted to as much
as 2-percent increase in Mach number at a MAch number of 0.9. Neither
of these corrections was required at supersonic speeds; the model was
sufficiently small so that at the lowest supersonic Mach number, the
reflection from the tunnel walls of stream disturbances caused by the
model did not intersect the model.

Based on the precision of the measuring instruments, the uncertainty—
of data is estimated to be as follows:

Quantity

Mach number
Angle of attack
Angle of sideslip
Lift coefficient
Rolling-mcnnentcoefficient
Yawing-moment coefficient
Side-force coefficient

Uncertainty

O.CE
.05°
.04°
.003
.001
.0005
● Oow

.
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●
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present investigation the effects of aspect ratio, thickness
ratio, and csmber and twist OQ the aerodynamic characteristics of wing-
body combinations in sideslip wme determined. These results showed that
in the test range of sideslip angles, -6° to 6°, there were no signifi-
cant effects of sideslip on the lift and pitching-moment characteristics
and only a small increase in drag coefficient. Since the longitudinal
characteristics were presented in reference 2, they are not included in
this report.

Tlhevariations of rolling moment, yawing moment, and side force with
sideslip singlewere linear throughout the range of sideslip angles of
the present investigation. It was therefore possible to define the
results in terms of the parameters CZPJ ~, ~d Cyp. The effects of
aspect ratio, thickness ratio, and cember and twist on these parameters
are discussed separately below.

Aspect Ratio

The effects of aspect ratio on the effective-dihedral parameter,
Cl , the directional-stability paremeter, C%, and the persnieter,&p,
P

were determined at a supersonic Mach number of 1.4 for triangular wings
of aspect ratios 2 and 4 with 5-percent thickness ratio; the results are
shown in figure 3. The effective dihedral increased with lift coeffi-W
cient for the triangular wing of aspect ratio 2 and remained zero for
all lift coefficients for.the triangular wing of aspect ratio 4. A Com-

parison of these results with those estimated by the theoretical.methods-
of reference 1 (fig. 3) shows good agreement throughout the lift-
coefficient range investigated. Since the theory of reference 1 applies
to a wing alone and makes no allowance for wing thickness, it would
appear from these results that neither the presence of the body nor
finite thiclmess of the wing uy to a thiclmess ratio of 5 percent sig-
nificantly affects the dihedral characteristics of a triangular wing.

The variation with lift coefficient of the Wectional-stability

%
parameter, , also shows good agreement with the results predicted
by the method of reference 1. The shift in value at CL = O is prob-
ably due to body effects not considered in reference 1. The experimental
curves are p=allel to the theoretical curves for both aspect ratios;
thus, the effects of the body upon the vsriation of

c%
with angle of

attack are small.

* Side-force characteristics for both the wing-body combinations and
the body alone are presented in figure 3. These results show that within

.
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the range of the investigation, effects of aspect ratio and lift coef-
ficient upon CyQ were small. The results for the combination show a
sizable value of~ CyP at
consistent with the value

zero angle of attack. However, this value i.s
obtained from tests of the body alone (ref. 2).

,

.

Thickness Ratio

—

The effects of thickness ratio on
shown in figure 4 for triangular wings
5-percent thickness ratio. These data
thickness ratio on the parameters CZF
on the parameter ~P.

the sideslip characteristics are
of aspect ratio 2 with 3- and
show no significant effect of
and Cy

5
and only a small effect

Ckmber and Twist

The effects of camber and twist are shown in figure 5 for a range
of Mach numbers of 0.6 to 1.7 for triangular-wings of aspect ratio 2 and
3-percent thickness ratio. In this comparison, one of the wings is
planar and the other is cambered and twisted to gi’vea nearly elliptic
load distribution at zero yaw at a lift coefficient of 0.25 for a Mach
number of 1.53. These data show that the influence of camber and twist
on the rolling moment due to the sideslip is insignificant at subsonic
speeds but becomes of appreciable magnitude at supersonic speeds, and
produces a uniforn.positive increment in the parameter c26 throughout
the lift-coefficient range investigated. The yawing moment due to side-
slip is influenced by csmber at both subsonic and supersonic speeds. At
low lift coefficients, camber and twist improve the unstable directional
stability but at high lift coefficients, decrease the directional sta-
bility.

The results show that at supersonic speeds the side-force for the
body in combination with the cambered and twisted wing was greater than
that for the body in combination with the plane wing over the range of
the lift coefficients investigated. At subsonic speeds, however, the
side forces of the two wing-body combinations were similar.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of a limited wind-tunnel investigation of the lateral-
directional-stabilityderivatives of four triangular wings of aspect
ratios 2 and 4 tested in combination with bodies of revolution indicate
the following:
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1. Linear theory accurately predicted the effect of aspect ratio
on the effective dihedral of wings having a thickness ratio of 5 percent
at a Mach number of 1.4.

2. The effects of thickness ratio on the rolling and yawing moments
and side forces due to sideslip at Mach number 1.4 were not significant
for triangular wings of 3-percent and 5-percent thickness ratios.

39 For the plame wings in canbination with a body, the side force
due to sideslip at zero lift was the sane as that for the body alone.

4. The influence of camber and Wst on the rolling moment due to
sideslip of trismgular wings of 3-percent thickness ratio was insignifi-
cant at subsonic speeds but became of appreciable magnitude at supersonic
speeds. Camber and twist improved the unstable directional stability at
low Mft coefficients but decreased the directional stability at high
lift

Ames

coefficients.

Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Ccmmittee for Aeronautics

Moffett Field, Calif., Dec. 22, 1953
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TABLE 1.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODELS

Characteristics

Wing aspect ratio

Wing thickness distribution
(stresmwise)

Wing total area, S, sq ft

Wing mean aerodynamic chord,
E, ft

Wing dihedral, deg

Wing camber and twist

Wing incidence, deg

Distance, wing-chord plane
to body UiS, ft

Body fineness ratio (based
on length, 7, see fig. 2)

Body cross-sectional shape

Maximum body cross-sectional
area, sq ft

Ratio of maximum body cross-
sections.1area to wing area

Ratio of body-base diameter tc
to sting diameter

Mdel
A

4

IUCA
0005-63

2 ● 007

0.944

0

None

o

0

12.5

Zircular

0.103

o.~og

1.22

Model
B

2

NACA
0005-63

4.014

1.889

0

None

o

0

12.5

Circular

0.204

O.mog

1.37

Model
c!

2

NACA
0003-63

4.014

l.mg

o

None

o

0

X2.5

Circular

0.204

o.~og

1.37

Model
D

2

NACA
0003-63

4.014

1.889

0

(a)

o

0

12.5

Circular

0.204

o.Q50g

1.37

‘Csmberedand twisted to produce an approximately elliptical spanwise
loading at Mach number 1.53 and lift coefficient 0.25. (See ref. 2.)

.
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Figure 2.- Concluded.
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Figure 5.- Continued.
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Figure 5.- Continued.
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Figure 5.- Concluded.
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